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Global Miner Orders 45 ABT Failsafe Sets
Highlights
•

Advanced Braking Technology’s (“ABT” or “the Company”) leading Canadian distributor Mobile
Parts Inc. has secured a contract for delivery of 45 ABT Failsafe brake sets to Glencore Canada’s
underground nickel operations

•

Glencore Canada is a returning customer who had previously implemented an alternative failsafe
axle solution

•

The order is further validation of ABT’s market-leading technology offering

•

Twenty brakes are to be delivered in CY2018 with the balance over the course of CY2019

•

Global distributor engagement is strengthening, providing scalable access to new market
opportunities

Advanced Braking Technology Limited (ASX: ABV) (‘ABT’ or ‘the Company’) is pleased to announce that
it’s leading Canadian distributor Mobile Parts Inc. has executed a significant contract with Glencore
Canada.
The contract is for the delivery of 45 vehicles equipped with ABT Failsafe brake sets to Glencore’s
underground nickel operations in Canada. Twenty brake sets are to be delivered before the end of
CY2018, with the remainder delivered over the course of CY2019.
ABT is pleased to report that Glencore Canada is a returning customer who had previously implemented
an alternative integrated failsafe axle solution. Glencore’s return with a significant purchase provides true
validation of ABT’s technology offering and it’s superiority over the limited, alternative solutions.
ABT has been focussed on enhancing all facets of its global distribution channels in order to gain scalable
access to a wide variety of market opportunities. Leading global distributors, like Mobile Parts Inc., are
one of the many examples of distribution partners that are already selling Failsafe brakes that have
indicated their enthusiasm to sell Terra Dura. The Company is confident in its future growth prospects,
which are underpinned by strong ABT Failsafe sales and the staged development and global roll-out of a
variety of Terra Dura applications.
ABT would like to remind shareholders that the Retail Component of the Entitlement Offer will close at
5.00pm (WST) 5 September. Please contact the Company with any questions you may have regarding the
offer.
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About Advanced Braking Technology
Advanced Braking Technology Ltd (ABT) is an Australian company listed on the Australian Stock Exchange (ASX: ABV) focusing on the development, manufacturing
and marketing of high performance brakes to the automotive, transport and mining industry. This incorporates the ground-breaking and internationally patented
sealed integrated brake technology, as used in the ABT Failsafe product range, plus the new Terra Dura® polymer brake. The Company has manufacturing bases in
Australia with its Head Office in Perth and a corporate office in Melbourne.
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